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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT) RECURRENT 2009-10 BILL 2009 
APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT) CAPITAL 2009-10 BILL 2009 

Second Reading � Cognate Debate 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham) [3.58 pm]: Before the lunch break I was dealing with the issue of mineral 
development in Western Australia. I outlined to the house that over the term of the eight or so years of the 
former Labor government, 170 new projects commenced throughout Western Australia, and that was confirmed 
in an answer from the Minister for Mines and Petroleum to a question. One hundred and seventy mining projects 
the length and breadth of this state were approved and became operational under the former government. On top 
of that, approximately 130 major expansions to existing projects took place. In other words, the number of 
mining and petroleum projects in Western Australia more than doubled in the term of the former government. 
That was confirmed by answers from the Minister for Mines and Petroleum to questions on notice. As part of my 
remarks, I was referring to the political spin, I suppose, put around by the government that approvals did not 
happen under the former government and the idea that Western Australia missed out in some sense during the 
boom years. I am not going to deal with all the social, capital and public infrastructure put in place, but I will say 
that Western Australia boomed under the former government because approvals happened and projects got 
underway. 
I am pleased that the Premier is now in the house because I want him to hear this. It is reported in The Weekend 
Australian business pages on 14-15 February 2009 that the now Premier went to apologise to the Japanese 
company Inpex. I will quote from the article � 

Mr Barnett said he would apologise to Inpex chairman Kunihiko Matsuo and president Naoki Kuroda, 
and tell them they would be treated very differently under his Liberal Government if they returned. 

That is, to Western Australia. Indeed, the article is headlined �Apology to Japanese miner�. I was outlining to the 
house that I found it incredible and a historical first that the Premier of Western Australia would fly to Japan to 
apologise to a Japanese mining company. I find it incredible, unbelievable and embarrassing that the Western 
Australian Premier would do that; that is, apologise on behalf of the state government for merely requiring that a 
mining company adhere to Western Australian laws. If the company wants to set up a project on pristine Western 
Australian islands, it should go through the environmental and native title processes. What is wrong with that? 

The other point that needs to be made is that concurrent with what was going on then, the former state 
government was setting up a process under which, instead of a number of oil and gas projects being located in 
the Kimberley, there would be a single oil and gas project�a single hub�so that there would not be a range of 
them dotted along the Kimberley coast or on the islands off the Kimberley. Again, that is a very sensible 
proposition. The company Inpex did not want to be part of that. It wanted its own islands; it wanted its own 
project. It did not want to be part of another project. In effect, it would have meant that we would not have a 
single hub; we would have a range of hubs in the Kimberley. Of course, the former government said that its 
preferred position was that the company Inpex go to a single hub. Who would disagree with that? 

As I said, the Premier flew to Japan to grovel to the company, to be obsequious to it and to act like a chicken in 
the presence of it. The other point I want to make, again in the presence of the Premier�the Premier has 
probably never been to any of the islands north of Broome in the Kimberley�is that those islands are very 
special places. I have been there on a Navy patrol boat on a number of occasions. They are very special places. 
They are probably one of the last completely pristine group of islands�there are many, I might add, in that part 
of the world�of that nature in the world. If a company is to set up an industrial plant on those islands, it must be 
very careful about that, of course. The former government said that that is what should happen. The company did 
not agree, and instead of taking the side of the Western Australian environment and the people of Western 
Australia, the Premier took the side of the company, did his best Chickenman act and went up to Japan to 
apologise to the company, which I find embarrassing as a Western Australian. 

I raised the issue of the pay for Western Australian nurses, police and civil servants, and how the government is 
treating them differently from how it treated the teachers and TAFE lecturers in Western Australia. It is adopting 
a different approach, even though the economic circumstances are exactly the same as they were when the 
government settled the teachers� dispute and the TAFE lecturers� issue. 

The other issue I want to talk about is state government debt. However, I will preface my remarks by referring to 
a project in my electorate, or certainly in my city. Of course, the Minister for Police is not in the chamber. The 
member for Warnbro outlined very articulately that the Secret Harbour police station, which was committed to 
by the former government, has been deleted from the budget. It has not been deferred or put off to some future 
time; it has been completely deleted from the budget. The Minister for Police said that that is entirely justifiable; 
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the police station was never justified. I doubt that he has ever been to Secret Harbour and the southern suburbs of 
Rockingham, but, if he has, he would know that they are absolutely booming areas, with many thousands of 
people moving into them every single year. The Rockingham Police Station cannot cope. Therefore, we said that 
a new police station should be constructed there. The minister then said that it had always been his position that 
the police station should not go ahead. I have an article from the Weekend Courier newspaper, a very reputable 
newspaper in my electorate, dated 7 November 2008, quoting the police minister�because we raised concerns 
about this. The article is titled �Station go-ahead� and states � 

�The Secret Harbour police station is in the forward estimates and will proceed as originally planned�, 
Mr Johnson said. 

In November he promised it, and in the budget he deleted it.  

I go back to the state election campaign, when the Liberal candidate for Rockingham even complained that the 
police station was not being built quickly enough; he said that it should have been built before it was due to open 
in early 2011; and the minister said that it was in the forward estimates and would proceed as originally planned. 
Now we find that it has been deleted from the budget that was released the other day. The people of my area, 
Rockingham�the two electorates covering the area of Rockingham have roughly a twentieth of the population 
of the state�get absolutely nothing. The infill sewerage that is required has been deleted. The new police station 
that was to come to our area has been deleted. There is absolutely nothing in the budget for the people of 
Rockingham, other than projects that were commenced under the previous government, such as the rebuild of the 
hospital and the construction of the new schools that had commenced in Rockingham. We get nothing there.  

But what do we get? We get a massive increase in debt. If we go to page 38 of budget paper No 3, we find that 
the total increase in debt is now approaching $20 billion, without a range of projects that the government is 
committed to having been put into the budget. As the shadow Treasurer worked out, that is a debt imposed on 
my constituents of $7 850 for every man, woman and child. In my household of five people, it will be 
approaching $40 000 worth of debt. It must be borne in mind that when the new government came into office, 
there was barely any debt. The debt will be $40 000 for my household�just my household�by 2013 under the 
government�s economic management. What it brings into focus, I suppose, is the commentary of the now 
Premier not more than five years ago about debt. Members should bear in mind that my household will have 
$40 000 worth of debt. Up and down my street, there is a few million. In the street behind my street, there is 
another few million. It goes on and on throughout my constituency. 

Back in 2003, the now Premier said this about debt � 

As every householder understands, what matters is not so much the surplus or deficit year to year but 
the amount of money owed, the amount of interest to be paid and the total amount that ultimately must 
be repaid. 

He said that when the debt level was minuscule. He was complaining about it. Now he has increased the debt to 
$20 billion�five or sixfold what it was at that time�he thinks that that is okay. He said one thing back in 2003, 
and now, when the debt has gone up to an extraordinary level, he says that it is all okay; these massive levels of 
debt that my children will have to pay off are okay. 

On page 19 of volume 3, members will find a very instructive chart that sets out the deficits in the future. As we 
note, there will be two significant deficits in 2011-12 and 2012-13, a very skinny surplus in the year before, and 
two surpluses in this coming financial year and the following financial year. In effect, we can expect three 
budget deficits in the out years. If we look at the chart and go back to the 1990s, we see that it is exactly the 
same scenario. The only time we saw consistent surpluses was from 2001 until the last financial year.  

I will conclude by saying that Labor learnt the lessons of the mistakes made in the 1980s. We learnt that the 
future cannot be mortgaged. We learnt that we do not mortgage the future. The Premier makes hay with those 
years. They were not the Labor Party�s best hour�not its best hour at all�but we learnt the lessons. However, 
the Liberal Party has not learnt those lessons. It put the state into deficit on five occasions during the 1990s and 
is about to do the same again a few years from now. In this state, the government will increase debt to 
astronomical levels, such that my family will have to pay $40 000 as a result of the government�s decisions. 
Virtually every family around the state will have the same problem foisted upon them by this Liberal 
government. The major problem for me is that my electorate will get nothing from this budget. My community 
will get nothing out of this budget, barring a huge debt burden that will have to be worn for decades to come due 
to this government�s inability to manage the budget. 

MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale) [4.11 pm]: Likewise, I want to use this opportunity to raise a number of 
very pressing concerns that I have. I will not go over the issue, which has been canvassed by many of my 
colleagues, of the huge black holes of projects in this budget. We know of at least three. We have been able to 
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uncover at least three projects that have been approved by the government�projects the government has made 
commitments to but has not seen fit to include in this budget. Quite clearly, this government is nudging up 
against a level of debt that will see it trip over the AAA bar, and so various artifices have been drawn to keep 
these projects out of the budget. We know, for example, that, apparently and extraordinarily, contracts have been 
let for the nickel concentrator circuit in Esperance, yet the government claims the decision was not made until 
after the budget papers closed. That is absolutely extraordinary! The claim is that the government did not know 
how much the federal government would contribute until after the budget papers were closed. The federal 
government had to close its budget papers. The federal government budget came out before our budget did, and 
so it would have had to have closed off its papers before our budget papers were closed off. It is almost 
inconceivable that this government did not know. Today, we sought an answer about what other things the 
government might have decided upon but has not yet told us about that would push us up against that critical 
AAA trigger. 

We look forward with some anticipation to the midyear review when adjustments will have to be made for the 
value of the Australian dollar. Those adjustments will of course punch out about $400 million from the budget. 
We will look with interest at where Oakajee and the Northbridge Link, the nickel circuit and god only knows 
how many other things the government is looking to will be put into the budget. Somehow or other there will be 
a billion-dollar shortfall, and I think that at that stage we will start to see a very tricky relationship with the credit 
ratings agencies.  

I spoke at length in this place, and therefore do not need to say it all again, about our concern with the royalties 
for regions scheme and the way in which�contrary to the fundamental agreement entered into that is at the heart 
of the so-called alliance government that that scheme would provide additional moneys on top of existing 
commitments�more than $500 million worth of commitments have been pulled out of this year�s budget and 
the coming year�s budget. It is far worse across the forward estimates, but we know that the forward estimates 
apparently do not count and so we are relying on looking just at this year and next year. 

I want to raise the issue of climate change. Extraordinarily, not one mention was made in the Treasurer�s budget 
speech of this critical issue that all economies in the world will have to grapple with�not one reference to the 
problem of climate change or a response to that problem. We have a government of climate change deniers. This 
is a government that does not recognise that climate change is a problem, does not recognise the severity of the 
problem and does not recognise the urgency of the problem. Quite extraordinarily, the Minister for Environment, 
in her budget media statement, made no reference to climate change; not even the Minister for Environment is 
concerned about climate change. I have to say that the raft of measures are extremely paltry and I think that as 
time goes on the vacuousness of the government in this area will be more and more understood by the 
community. We have no climate change statement. We have no climate change direction. We certainly have 
very, very few climate change policies. Although the opposition will acknowledge that LEED funding has been 
continued into 2009-10, the government has made no commitment beyond that and I would be very interested to 
know whether that funding will feature in the forward estimates. We appreciate that the government has 
honoured its commitment to match Labor�s promise of a greatly increased feed-in rate for those people who are 
installing renewable energy solutions in their homes. We recognise that the government will continue to fund the 
non-government Solar Schools program. However, I would certainly like some clarification on where that bunch 
of money is in the budget, because no money is listed under the original program in the budget. The opposition 
will also seek some clarification on whether the money for that program in the forward estimates is only for non-
government schools or whether it will be for government school programs too.  

Labor committed to some fantastic projects during the last election and I want particularly to compliment the 
former Premier for having the foresight to advocate for and foster these programs. Although the LEED fund has 
been extended, the Verve renewable energy project worth $50 million does not appear to be in the budget�a 
commitment that was not perhaps necessarily honoured. We committed $7 million for the renewable energy 
production incentive and I cannot see any record of that in this budget; that is another good program that has not 
been taken up. Labor was also about to introduce a relatively modest rapid-renewables research fund for which 
$450 000 was to be provided to help kick-start a few of the smaller projects, but that is not funded in this budget.  

We also had a low-emission fuel-efficient car incentive for people to purchase low-emission vehicles such as the 
Toyota hybrid. I understand that that very good initiative, which would have cost in the order of $7.5 million, is 
based on projects carried out elsewhere. That has been shown to be a realistic incentive to encourage people to 
purchase fuel-efficient cars by reducing licence fees and third-party insurance costs. The proposal was for a $250 
per annum reduction on third party insurance and motor vehicle licence fees. That would have been a saving of 
$1 000 over four years, and an incentive for more people to purchase fuel-efficient vehicles. Nowadays we have 
to be very, very mindful of the percentage of greenhouse gas emissions emanating from passenger vehicles. As 
much as 10 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions are from passenger vehicles, and if we are going to reduce our 
carbon footprint, we have to move into more carbon-efficient vehicles.  
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Public transport has been a great victim of this budget. Public transport provides many social and economic 
benefits�I am not going to talk about those today�and it clearly has environmental benefits. It is a major way 
that we can reduce greenhouse emissions. It is extraordinary that there is no provision in this budget for any rail 
line to be built within the term of this government. For the four-and-a-half-year term of this government, not one 
new piece of rail will be added to the system. At best, the extension of the line to the north has been put off until 
2015-16. The first Court government actually closed the Fremantle line. During the second Court government�s 
eight years in power, despite a whole raft of promises, not one centimetre of rail line was built. We know that 
under this Barnett government the same will happen�not one piece of rail line will be built in the next four 
years.  

I contrast that with the performance of previous Labor governments: we came into government in 2001; by 2004 
we had opened the Clarkson extension. The extension to Clarkson had been promised for a long time, but when 
we came to government, there had not even been a contract let�not even a train ordered. We came in, we 
ordered the trains, we had the rail line built, and it was open by 2004. By 2005 the Thornlie spur had been built, 
and of course by 2007 the southern suburbs Mandurah line was opened. There needs to be a conceptual change 
in the way we invest in rail. Instead of waiting for a long time�a decade between investment�it has to be dealt 
with in the same way that we deal with roads. There has to be continual investment in the expansion of the 
network if we do not want to end up in the situation that Sydney has.  

Mr W.J. Johnston: They�ve even cancelled the South Perth station! 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I was very, very disappointed for the member for South Perth when I heard that, 
despite commitments made to him, he has been shafted by his own side.  

Mr T.R. Buswell: It wasn�t a pleasant experience either! 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No, I can imagine it! The government is very cavalier about doing that to its own 
member. 

It is not just rail track that has to be invested in; we also need to invest in trains. We need to continually buy new 
trains. These budget papers make it very clear that there will be no new trains ordered over the forward 
estimates. That means that we will not be able to even deal with the existing accumulated demand. The former 
Labor government�s proposal was to buy a minimum of 30 new car sets. That contract would have been entered 
into in 2008 and the new trains would have been ready for delivery in 2012. There is a very, very long lead time 
between ordering trains and having them delivered. No orders have been placed and there is no funding for new 
trains in the budget, so when the last order that we put in runs out, there will be no new trains, and in 2012 we 
will start seeing a critical problem emerging on the rail network. 

What is even more bizarre is that there is no funding for new buses. Transperth has a fleet of 900 buses. Around 
65 new buses are bought each year; it enables us to retire the old ones and bring new buses on, which helps 
expand the system. During the election campaign the former Labor government pledged that it would be 
expanding that program up to 85 new buses. From the amount of funding specified in these budget papers, the 
bus replacement program will virtually cease after 2011. According to the budget papers, when the current 
contract runs out, a maximum of eight to 10 buses a year will be replaced. A fleet of that size cannot operate like 
that. There has to be continual replacement of buses, as well as the additional buses needed to cater for demand.  

Mr M.W. Sutherland: Why didn�t you buy more Central Area Transport Service buses when the system was 
overloaded two years ago? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We did! We got rid of the dud CAT buses that you bought, and we bought a whole 
new system of CAT buses. We expanded the number of CAT buses and actually put new CAT buses in.  

The opposition will have more to say about these climate change issues, but I have to say that it is an absolute 
blind spot within this government. The cutting of funding to the Waterwise incentive program is an extraordinary 
reaction�as is the slashing of the water budget�to dealing with climate change and the sorts of problems our 
society will have to confront as it deals with increased global warming. It is particularly extraordinary in 
Western Australia�in particular the southern half of Western Australia where the bulk of our population lives�
with its rapidly drying climate. We just simply cannot take that amount of money out of our water budget and 
expect to be able to create water security for our community. 

I want to now move on to a different topic. It is an area in which we need to change course quite radically and 
deliver much better programs than we currently are. Last time I spoke, during the Address-in-Reply, I raised a 
concern about what is happening about children who go to schools in my electorate who lack the basic 
developmental skills that equip them to learn, making it very, very difficult for teachers to teach them; I must say 
that in one or two areas things have improved a little. Recently, the Australian Early Development Index for 
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Armadale was published, and it was not a pretty story. It showed that in many areas of my electorate of 
Armadale things had gone backwards.  

To give members some idea of what I am talking about, the Australian Early Development Index has been rolled 
out nationally, and Armadale was one of the first areas to have it; in fact, this is the second Armadale edition. 
Children are assessed on five different developmental areas. If a child has a vulnerability, or is assessed to be 
underperforming in two or more of those areas, that child is considered to be a child at great risk of having real 
problems in learning in a standard classroom environment. When children in the suburb of Brookdale were 
assessed, it was found that around 30 per cent of them had two or more vulnerabilities. 

[Member�s time extended.] 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The assessment of five-year-old children in Westfield showed that 40 per cent of 
them fitted into that highly vulnerable category; it is an extraordinary problem.  

If we then turn to the National Assessment Program�Literacy and Numeracy, we see that translating into the 
results. The average number of students at any school that meet the minimum standard�the minimum 
benchmark�in Western Australia for reading is 87 per cent. However, in some of the schools in my electorate, 
such as Westfield Primary School, only 44 per cent of year 5 children are reaching the minimum benchmark 
standard�56 per cent of students are not reaching the minimum standard. It is an absolute travesty; it means that 
we are massively failing these students. I will go through some more statistics related to the testing of year 3 
children: Challis Primary School, 75 per cent; Grovelands Primary School, 79 per cent; Gwynne Park Primary 
School, 64 per cent; Narrogin Primary School, 74 per cent; and Westfield Primary School, 76 per cent. The 
results for year 5 are worse�67, 68, 59 and 44 per cent. Quite clearly, we are failing these children.  

Today in the house a number of members�the member for Pilbara, the member for Bassendean and the member 
for Warnbro�spoke about an issue that the Community Development and Justice Standing Committee is also 
looking at. Yesterday the committee took evidence from two reading specialists. Their message was extremely 
clear. The reason that these children are failing is the teaching methods. Of course, there are developmental 
problems and we will have to deal with those. We must provide more assistance to parents so that children arrive 
at school better prepared. However, there is overwhelmingly an additional problem; that is, the methodology of 
teaching that is being used. It is a philosophy that is based on the notion of immersing a child in reading and 
through presenting children with whole words and pages they are expected to be able to learn from that 
immersion process. That might work, and it probably does work for talented children or children coming from 
households that have been very language and literacy rich, but it is absolutely massively disadvantaging the 
children from my electorate. I do not find it acceptable that the opportunities for these children to achieve in life, 
have a successful life and feel good about themselves are being stripped from them because of our educational 
framework�an educational elite�that is committed to an outdated philosophy that is actually ensuring that 
these children are condemned to a life of underachievement. 

Mr M.W. Sutherland: You should have pulled them into line over the past eight years.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is something that we had been working on. The former Minister for Education 
and Training, the member for Rockingham, could tell the member the sorts of things he did to try to change the 
system. We have to come together now on this issue. This is not a party-political matter; it is a matter about 
which members of Parliament, particularly those members who represent electorates in which children are 
performing so deeply below the average, need to say that they will not stand for this anymore. We must all insist 
that we have a teaching methodology that will deliver.  

The English language must be taught as a code. People must be taught to understand how the English language 
works. They must be taught the sounds of letters. They must be given a chance.  

I started working with the Aboriginal community in the late 1970s. I had a job with the federal government in 
Aboriginal employment. I worked all over the state. I worked a lot with Aboriginal people on pastoral stations. 
They would have had at most three years at mission school and they could read and write. They could write 
beautifully. Their grandchildren who have been at school for 10 years cannot read or write. It is appalling. 
Members should not think for one moment that this is a problem confined to the Indigenous. I encourage 
members to read the NAPLAN results, particularly those relating to the schools in their electorate. They should 
look at the statistics that show the number of kids who are failing.  

The experts who gave evidence to the committee yesterday said that there should be, at most, about three per 
cent of children who fail. About three per cent of children will have learning difficulties and even through the 
use of good teaching methods they will continue to have trouble. The percentage of children in that category is 
well beyond that. Some of my schools have 55 per cent.  
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To me, this is one of the most serious issues that we have to deal with. It is undermining the capacity of these 
children to become contented, happy and successful members of our society. It has been said today by members, 
including by the member for Bassendean and the member for Pilbara, that this is an issue that has a heap of 
consequences that we all know about. What is so amazing is that we can stick with this failed ideology that 
started emerging in the 1960s when teachers started saying, �We are not teachers; we do not teach people how to 
learn; we facilitate and let them learn.� One of the witnesses said yesterday that we do not say to trainee airline 
pilots, �Sit in the cockpit and see if you can learn how to pilot the plane by osmosis.� Both witnesses were very 
good. We had Dr Steve Heath and Ms Mandy Nayton, who has written a paper titled �Why Reading is Not 
Magic� in response to Mem Fox, one of the intellectual leaders of the idea that we just immerse people in 
reading. Mem Fox wrote a book titled, Why Reading is Magic. Reading is not magical. It is not rocket science. It 
is something that can and must be taught. Ms Nayton talked about her experience in teachers college. She did a 
DipEd and did not learn anything about reading. She thought that was not very good and decided to do an 
optional extra unit that was called �Reading�. It also was nothing about teaching reading. It talked about 
watching TV and how, from the semiotics of a broadcast, one can create and forge meaning. She said she wanted 
to learn how to teach people how to read, but she was learning about how to watch TV. The current teaching 
methodology has to stop. I know there is a groundswell of members of that view. The member for Morley and 
the member for Joondalup share this deep concern that there is all this science and evidence out there. It has been 
researched. The existing prevailing methodology has been shown to fail. A teacher must be able to promote 
phonics and explain to children what language is. The witnesses before the committee made the point that 80 per 
cent of English words are highly predictable. If kids know each letter they will be able to work out what the 
word is. They do not teach kids that. It is said that children have to know a whole word and that they guess what 
the word is. The code is not explained to them. If somebody from central office comes into the classroom, 
teachers have to hide the phonics books because they would not want to be seen to be teaching in that way.  

We have got to get back to fundamentals and look at the research. We have to address this. As members said, we 
are spending so much money down the track trying to correct the social problems that are being created. More 
importantly, we are destroying these people�s lives. These people are victims of an ideology. It is time we had 
re-education camps. The member for Bassendean, the member for Pilbara and the member for Morley are on the 
same side. We are all on the same side. Let us not fight about this. Let us get together and say we want good 
learning.  

Mr M.W. Sutherland: It will upset the lefties on your side.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No. The member for Pilbara said in this house and it was said yesterday in the 
committee hearing that this is �  

Mr M.P. Whitely interjected  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is Tom; he is giving it out everywhere.  

Seriously, I said last November that the failure in our schools is now my number one concern in my electorate.  

Mr M.P. Whitely: I will bring my 1998 submission.  

Mr T.G. Stephens: We can lead from WA.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We can lead from Western Australia.  

Seriously, we must all get behind this and say that it is not a party political thing; it is about commonsense. 
These people who gave evidence yesterday pointed out that the people espousing these new philosophies thought 
school was a bit boring. I still remember Sister Anastasia who was the fantastic teacher I had in year 1. She had 
80 kids in her class�as I say, full as a Catholic school. I can still remember her lessons. I remember her lesson 
on the letter Y. I loved it. I got very excited about the letter Y. That is probably why I am a yes voter, because I 
liked the letter Y. Out of virtually all the children in my class�there were 80�only three did not learn to read 
and write. Unfortunately I think those three ended up in �Coburg College� some years later. However, there 
were 80 kids in the class. It therefore had nothing to do with class size; it was the way in which English was 
taught and kids learnt to read and write. We all know about that experience. There was an extraordinary thing on 
the First Australians television program. There were beautiful letters written by Aboriginal people to the 
Protector of Natives pleading for justice. These were letters they wrote themselves. They were from people, as I 
say, who would have had a couple of years of education, but they were actually taught how the English language 
worked. They were not taught this fluffy nonsense. It does not matter that it is boring; it is about training. I 
therefore urge members of this place, and I very much appreciate the support of colleagues on this side and the 
support from the member for Morley and I am sure the member for Ocean Reef. However, let us get together and 
change this. Let us make sure that our kids are not captives of illiteracy. 
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The SPEAKER: I thank the member for Armadale. If it were possible to give her an extension, I would do that, 
but it is not possible at all. 

MR T.R. BUSWELL (Vasse � Treasurer) [4.41 pm] � in reply: I rise to make a couple of comments to close 
the debate. I think we heard the best contribution towards the end of the debate. The budget session is always a 
difficult time in Parliament. We sat for long hours this week and I think it would be fair to say that members are 
ready to up stakes and head back to their homes and/or electorates. However, I did enjoy the comments made by 
the member for Armadale. I thought, as she would have gathered from the comments from our side, that she was 
heavily supported in the comments she made. Of course literacy is a great issue; it is a great national issue. 
Perhaps at some stage in the near future the member for Armadale will have an opportunity to present those 
arguments on a more substantive stage. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: I am not going to make it that easy for you, sweetie! 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Of course we do not wish her well in that endeavour, but we acknowledge her 
contribution today and the contribution she has made to this Parliament. 

I am not here to talk about the member for Armadale, but I want to share one story. The member for Armadale 
came to Busselton to talk about a project called �Port Geographe�. It is an issue that has been around for some 
time, as I am sure she would agree. I was the shire president and I thought I knew a lot about the Port Geographe 
project. We had a meeting in the office of Hon Adele Farina. When the member for Armadale left�we 
appreciated the time that she came down to Busselton�my head ached like members have no idea, because I 
had to constantly keep thinking and elbowing the bloke next to me to update me on what she was talking about. 
She was clearly across what was not only a local issue but also a very complex issue. I think that is perhaps 
reflective of her approach to her time and her ministry. I do not offer these comments by way of valedictory 
comments, but just by way of observation. 

Several members interjected.  
Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: You are doing a deal with Simon Mead! You are actually a mate of Joe Bullock! 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Does the member for Armadale know that when Mark Arbib was over in WA I did not 
dare ask him where he was going after we went and opened a few houses. However, that is for others to 
determine. 
I appreciate the debate and the participation of members. I understand that members opposite, and rightly so, put 
arguments forward on behalf of their electorates for more government spending in those areas. My message to 
them is quite simply that with the funds available to us we think that we have done the best we can for Western 
Australia today and into the future. Members opposite may have a different political point of view around that; 
and good on them for raising it. 

To the member for Joondalup: I did take note of his comments yesterday evening around self-propelled 
campervans or caravans. I remember that discussion all too well. Indeed, I met with the caravan industry 
association only a month ago. That was an issue the association raised, and I have committed to following up on 
that issue for it. A couple of other things have taken my mind off that issue somewhat in the intervening time, 
but it is something that I am very keen to have a look at.  

Mr A.P. O�Gorman: It�s not your passion, is it? 
Mr T.R. BUSWELL: That was when I thought my mum was going to buy one. She actually went and bought a 
caravan. 
Notwithstanding that, this government will hand down a budget this year with a surplus and we will hand down a 
budget this year with tax cuts. I challenge any member to look at the budgets handed down by states around 
Australia and see what they hand down. One thing we must maintain, though, when we go out of this house�we 
will argue about points and members opposite will criticise us and we will defend and attack them�is that as 
members of Parliament one of the things we must focus on is maintaining a positive sense in our community. 
There is a lot of talk of doom and gloom at the moment. There is a lot of negative talk about the economy and a 
lot of negative talk about projects and a loss of jobs. We have to be realistic but we also have an obligation to 
maintain realistic optimism in the business community and in the broader community. I understand that we will 
have political debate around these issues, but at a broader level that optimism is important to maintain. 

Before I close I do want to raise one issue that was mentioned yesterday by the member for Kwinana. It is an 
issue that I took considerable offence at, and I do want to state for the record my position in relation to this issue. 
The member for Kwinana was talking about our decision in relation to the office of Aboriginal Economic 
Development and the division of science and innovation of the Department of Commerce. The member for 
Kwinana has a view in relation to that and he is entitled to put that view. However, he did make a point 
yesterday�I know I cannot quote from the uncorrected Hansard�which loosely went along the following lines. 
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He suggested that I had inherited the Office of Native Title and the Office of Aboriginal Economic Development 
when I became the minister and he went on to say words to the effect that it was telling that I have now moved 
both those departments away from anywhere in my jurisdiction so that I would not be bothered with the difficult 
area of Indigenous affairs. That was a highly inflammatory allegation to make against a member of this place and 
I want to stand in this place and refute it absolutely. That member came into this place, a newly elected member, 
and said that now he is here he is a political warrior. He will have some battles if he intends to stand in this place 
and make false accusations like that. It is important to understand, and I want all members to understand, that I 
am not backing out of my obligations to the Aboriginal people of Western Australia. I am also, amongst a 
number of other portfolios, the Minister for Housing and Works. As the former Minister for Housing would 
know, the department that does the heavy lifting in Western Australia in relation to Aboriginal affairs is the 
Minister for Housing and Works. I believe that people in my department would acknowledge that I have 
embraced the challenges in that area with incredible vigour, and it is immensely challenging. I am not going to 
go into all the detail. However, to suggest for one minute, by making what I consider to be an absolute low-dog 
insinuation, that I am abrogating my responsibilities to Aboriginal people in this state�and more, because he 
said more than that�is an absolute disgrace. The Department of Housing is working hard and I am the minister 
and working hard to improve Aboriginal outcomes in Western Australia. People like the member for Kwinana�
the leftie, inner-city latte sort that the member for Armadale has outlined is ruining the education system�sit in 
this place and want all the boxes ticked from a bureaucratic point of view. Does the member for Kwinana know 
what we are trying to do? We are trying to go out and engage with people in these communities, and it is 
incredibly challenging. 

I had the very good fortune recently to visit Balgo, Kalumburu, Halls Creek and Fitzroy Crossing and I met some 
fantastic Aboriginal people whose single driving goal is to make life better for themselves and their children. We 
are not going to help them on that path if we adopt this sort of inner-city, latte, namby-pamby approach. We have 
to go up there and stand shoulder by shoulder with these people and help them move forward. 

Mr T.G. Stephens: I think I asked you this: at some stage will you explain what you have done with the Office 
of Aboriginal Economic Development? 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Yes. I do not think it is the time for that now. 

Mr T.G. Stephens: When you are ready. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: I am happy to talk about that, because I believe in relation to that there was a duplication 
across government. 

I will quickly touch on some of the things we are doing. When I met with the people in Balgo, where there are 
major problems in housing, as there are in all those remote communities, I understood that they wanted houses 
that are different from the houses the government is currently building. This one size fits all approach does not 
work. We are currently working in that community with architecture students from the university to design better 
houses. I am going back there in three weeks to talk with the people about the house design. With the federal 
government and the Wunan Foundation we bought a station on the edge of Halls Creek and we are building a 
hostel for young Aboriginal people who are working or training in that community. We are trying new 
approaches to help deliver better social outcomes. We do not get new approaches by sitting in an office in Perth 
and seeing someone disappear off a structure chart. We deliver better outcomes by going there and working with 
people on the ground to make sure we get better outcomes. I was grossly offended by the insinuation in what I 
considered to be�I will say it again�an absolute low-dog remark. I am glad I got the opportunity to get up and 
say that because I was not going to let it go without saying that.  

However, in closing I again congratulate all members for their level of participation in the debate. Of course I 
know all my ministerial colleagues look forward immensely to estimates hearings next week when we will have 
an opportunity to explain � 

Mr R.F. Johnson: I cannot wait!  

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: The Minister for Police is perhaps a little more excited about it than the rest of us.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: There will be a much more formidable opposition performance than the Parliament has been 
used to!  

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Used to this week? That will be an absolute relief! Labor�s problem is that the Joe 
Bullocks and Jock Fergusons of the world will not support the person who should have their hand on the tiller. I 
thought it was an interesting comment earlier this week when the member for Armadale was asked who she 
supported and she replied, �The factions have decided.�  

Mr M. McGowan: You treat the budget as a joke! You have not answered one single question. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: Look at the member; he is an angry little man! He has moved over there. 
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Mr M. McGowan: Everything is a joke to you. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: It is not a word I would use when I can use words like �Sneakers�! He can sit there and be 
angry.  

Mr M. McGowan interjected. 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: He can sit there for a few years and be angry.  

By and large the debate has been of good quality. I appreciate the input of most members opposite.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill (Appropriation (Consolidated Account) Recurrent 2009-10 Bill 2009) read a second time. 

Pursuant to standing order 222, bill and estimates referred to Estimates Committees A and B. 
 


